Objectives: The study is aimed to utilize Taesikbub and Lung-doyinbub described in 「Dong-Ui-Bo-Gam」 as a Korean Traditional Pulmonary Rehabilitation Exercise. Methods: We preliminary researched pulmonary rehabilitation exercise using domestic and international databases and old literatures of Korean Medicine. Then made a draft of Korean Traditional Pulmonary Rehabilitation Exercise based on 「Dong-Ui-Bo-Gam」. After organizing expert group for verifying the draft of the exercise, we developed the final Korean Traditional Pulmonary Rehabilitation Exercise. Results: The Korean Traditional Pulmonary Rehabilitation Exercise is composed of 5 actions including breathing method, flexibility exercise, percussion and hitting teeth. This exercise is recommended twice a day for at least 5 days per week under the supervision of specialist. It is expected to improve physical activity, dyspnea, health-related quality of life (HRQoL) as well as psychiatric symptoms by breathing deep and slow and exercising the thorax and upper limb muscles. Conclusion: Taesikbub, Lung-doyinbub in 「Dong-Ui-Bo-Gam」 may be suggested as a better pulmonary rehabilitation exercise for patients of chronic lung disease.
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, 「聖濟總錄」 21) , 「東醫寶鑑」 (Fig. 4) . After breathing for a while, close your eyes, hit your teeth several times, and if saliva persists in your mouth, swallow three times.
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Sit down comfortably and breath in with your nose slowly into your belly. Then, hold breath as much as possible as counting the number in your mind and slowly breathe out little by little into your mouth. Repeat the above method three times, and practice to increase the time gradually. 3) Section 3( Fig. 5) : 폐장도인법 -경타법
[원문] 亦可反拳搥脊上左右各三五度, 此法去胸臆間風毒22).
[해석] 또, 주먹을 쥐고 척추의 좌우를 15번 때린다.
이것은 가슴에 있는 풍독을 제거한다.
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4) Section 4: 폐장도인법 -고치법
[원문] 閉氣爲之良久, 閉目嚥液, 三叩齒爲止
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.
[해석] 숨을 참고 한참 있다가 눈을 감고 침을 삼키며 치아를 3번 맞부딪친다.
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